When It’s Easy

There are times when it seems hard to be on this road even socially. However, when it’s easy everyone can do this, which in this world means lowering the standard to the common denominator, which is mediocre and pathetic.

There will come a time when those here today are the strongest of the strong because they were in the ranks when it was the hardest to be so and the danger was great to be so.

However, when you become experienced on this road, walking the path becomes easier with levels of mastery. Always remember the journey of the hero, which was taken from the ancient teachings of the journey of the individual on the path to save their own soul with the Magnum Opus. And always remember, have fun on the path. The secret is to stay on the path because you enjoy it.

Reply from High Priestess Shannon:

Wonderfully said!

I also remember you mentioning years ago that "Time is a Satanists best friend." I believe it was you or someone else.

This is very true, as we meditate and advance, time will show the fruits of our labor. The more we meditate, with each day, our souls become closer to perfection.

Hail Satan

Reply from High Priest Hooded Cobra:

Many people also, like some instances who have mailed me, assume that being a non Satanist would somehow invite less 'issues'. Issues are karmic. One would be solo against the hand of a fate that would flail them or 'bless' them, as life has both aspects. They also frequently succumb to karmic energy to the point they get completely destroyed. By running from issues, you only invite more and more.

The fact you decide to fight and advance does in fact guarantee you will have a pleasant life, away from ignorance, and fortified inner strength to deal with adversity.
Not fighting spiritually such as in the JoS and fighting the enemy, just reduces your power, robs you of wisdom which you would never have otherwise, and ultimately will lead you to decay. Those who falsely run from this war and this 'struggle' thinking that they will be left alone, or have fun, will quickly find as they age that this universe doesn't value ignorance at all, and that the ignorant are raped and destroyed first. The majority of humans is ignorant as thus the majority is suffering.

As for their happy go lucky's who think they are fine, all they need to do (and nature will enforce this as everyone has a Saturn) is look beneath their chasing of transient 'fun' and wasting, and reap their consequences. Such happy go lucky's who aren't really happy just ignorant, exist everywhere, and are pleasant, but hazardous. No matter how 'blessed' one is, one *will* die and one *will decay* and their positive energy will run out of not re-fortified.

I knew some garbage pathetic people who said that they didn't want to fight because "to avoid strife from the enemy and have a good time". Well, the enemy destroys them regardless, and they are all the more weak to defend themselves. Ultimately these people have fallen and I haven't heard from them anymore. So long they are sedated, life may seem less painful, but old age and other issues always start to kick in at some point, ultimately destroying your little fun. Unless one premeditates on these issues from earlier, one will suffer tremendously.

Should have developed power when they could. Then they come crawling to Satan which can result in massive failures. Because they have been stacking failure their whole life and weakened from it.

As for the idiots who kiss the enemy's feat for a good life, good luck on this deceptive maneuver. Only the jews are entitled to a 'good life'. Gentiles do not have peace by bending knee to the jews, they only suffer way more. See people and what diseases, mishaps, misfortunes, and other plagues they get because they are ignorant. The 1% that is ignorant and 'happy', falls and gets recycled everytime, all the time.

So many stupid goy christians have tried to play the good goy, and then they get destroyed later on and suffer tremendously, because they chose the wrong master and they were materialistic sleeping pricks. Even if one gets a 'good life' materially, they will die, and they will be an inner wreck through all of it. Many 'stars' out there can testify. The jews will also destroy someone at the first 'mishap' or thing they do not like.